HOW TO CHALK BOX KIT
TM

CHRISTMAS STORY COLLECTION—GIFT TAGS

Included in your Chalk Box™ kit:
Chalk Couture™ Transfer:
Christmas Story Collection—Gift Tags (B-sized, 8½" × 11")
Chalkology™ Paste Singles: Meadow, Black Velvet, Candy Apple
Surface: Tag Minis (6-Pack, 3" × 5"), Chalk Markers (White, Black, 2-Pack)
Additional supplies needed:
Fuzzing Cloth		 Transfer Trimmers
Multi-Tool			Permanent Marker
Mini Squeegee		
Small dishes for paste
Small Squeegee

Follow these instructions to complete the Chalk Box™ project:
1. P
 repare your project by laying out the gift tag surfaces,
Chalkology™ Paste Singles, and other supplies.
2. Prepare your Chalk Transfer™ design by removing it from the
packaging and use Transfer Trimmers to cut apart the individual
elements. Label the backer papers with permanent marker to
correspond with the image to expedite cleanup.
3. Select Transfer design elements to plan the look you want for
each tag.
4. Remove the backer from the first Transfer screen and “fuzz” it to
gentle the adhesive by sticking the adhesive side to the Fuzzing
Cloth to pick up a bit of lint before applying it to your tag. Repeat
this process with each Transfer element before using.

8. Align the next elements on the gift tag surfaces. Load a clean
squeegee and smooth desired Chalkology™ Paste color across the
screens. Peel the Transfer elements and clean with water.
Allow the layer to dry thoroughly.

5. Place your Transfer on the first gift tag. Continue placing Transfer
elements according to the paste color you’ll use first (for example,
place all Transfer elements that will be Black Velvet).

9. Repeat with the remaining Transfer elements and Chalkology™
Paste colors until you are finished with the tag designs.

6. Prepare your Chalkology™ Paste by kneading the Paste Single
packet, tearing off the corner, and squeezing the desired amount
onto a dish or other palette surface.
7. Load your choice of squeegee and smooth Chalkology™ Paste
over the Transfer screen. Peel the Transfer and clean with water.
Allow the layer to dry thoroughly.
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10. Allow tags to dry completely before addressing with Chalk
Markers and adding twine.
11. Clean all Transfer elements thoroughly and lay them flat to dry
sticky side up.
12. Once the elements are clean and completely dry, reapply the
backers and store flat.
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